C L A R I N S T R E AT M E N T S

Touch. Science. Senses.

“

Taking the time for a facial or
body treatment is no longer a luxury
but a necessity in our modern world.
Today, feeling good starts with taking
care of yourself. At Clarins, for over
60 years, our vocation has been
to enhance your beauty thanks to the
power of plants, science and touch.”
Dr. Olivier Courtin-Clarins | Clarins Managing Director

C L A R I N S T R E AT M E N T S

Harungana

Clarins Treatments.
An exclusive 100% manual
method, high-performance
formulas with a high
concentration of plant extracts
and a unique, sensorial
experience every time.
In the hands of Clarins expert
Beauty Therapists, the skin
experiences the pleasures
of a personalised treatment:
precise, targeted movements
flow one after the other, perfectly
adapted to your needs and desires,
to deliver immediately visible
and long-lasting beauty results
and well-being.

Plants,
our science.

Clarins Researchers
use all the resources of
science to uncover the beauty
secrets of plants, analyse their
cosmetic properties and study
their interactions with the skin.
To design unique, highperformance, pioneering
formulas which respect the
skin’s natural balance.

IN THE TREATMENT ROOM

AT HOME

Treatments using exclusive professional formulas.

Clarins beauty routines.

C L A R I N S P R O products incorporate the latest plant discoveries
and scientific innovations from Clarins Research.
Designed exclusively for use during Clarins Treatments,
their textures have been developed to adapt to the expert hands
of our Beauty Therapists and enhance the sensations you experience.
These highly effective formulas enable Treatments to be totally
personalised and offer immediately visible results.

After the Treatment, your Beauty Therapist recommends the best products for your skin, and shares her
application secrets to prolong Clarins Treatment
benefits when you get home.
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Tri-Active Facials.
Clarins provides the best response to all
your facial beauty concerns.
All treatments have been scientifically tested at the Clarins Laboratory
and have been developed with highly concentrated plant extracts,
expert movements and attentive hands to deliver immediately visible
beauty results and optimal skin care benefits that last.
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Lifting replenisher
A rev italising treatment that offers v isibly redefined facial
contours and a more replenished, younger-looking skin.

The Every Age Experts.
Every Treatment is unique: the Beauty Therapist adapts her
movements and the products to your needs and wishes. At the heart
of the Treatment is a 25-minute Anti-Ageing Facial Massage which
lifts, reshapes, firms and relaxes. A unique massage that sculpts the
contours of the face, giving immediately visible rejuvenating results.

Power Firmer
An exceptional toning and firming treatment, focusing
on diminishing the appearance of visible lines.

Radiance Smoother
A reviving treatment to boost the skin’s luminosity and
help diminish the first signs of ageing for a smoother,
more replenished skin.

60min 90min
R750
R800

60min 90min
R750
R800

60min 90min
R700
R750
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The Moisture Quencher
A revitalising line prevention treatment that replenishes and
moisturises thirsty skins and restores a feeling of comfort.

The Skin Solutions Experts.

The Brightening Activator

Formulas with a high concentration of plant extracts, expert
movements and attentive hands. Clarins takes care of women’s
essential beauty concerns and has created, for each one,
tailor-made Treatments that deliver optimal, immediate and
long-lasting effective benefits.

All Round Refresher

A brightening treatment to improve the complexion and
reduce pigmentation.

A rebalancing treatment to boost the skin’s natural radiance
and reduce signs of fatigue and stress.

60min
R650

60min
R700

60min
R650
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The Moisture Quencher
Perfect for dry skin, this pampering, intensely
moisturising Treatment provides a wonderful feeling of
comfort while restoring supple, velvety-soft skin from
head to foot.

The Tri-Active
Body Treatments.

The Firming Age Corrector
The ultimate anti-ageing body Treatment which works on
skin density and tone, but also its elasticity. Firming and
regenerating, it restores a firmer body and more supple
skin. A real rejuvenating treatment for your skin!

Clarins is the body expert.
And always has been.
Clarins, the body contouring
and firming specialist,
is also the Body Treatment
expert. For every problem,
Clarins has a solution.
For every beauty concern,
Clarins has an answer.

The Sun Glow
A complete self-tanning Treatment for the face and body.
It leaves you with a beautiful, even, incredibly
natural-looking tan and soft, luminous, moisturised
skin. As if you’d just come back from holiday!

The Polisher

The Moisture Replenisher
A revitalising line prevention treatment that replenishes and
moisturises thirsty skins and restores a feeling of comfort.

The high-performance body exfoliation treatment which
detoxifies and purifies the skin. Its dual mechanical and
biological exfoliating action leaves skin incredibly soft
while also increasing its resistance.

60min
R600

AT HOME: Across all ranges.

The Body Lift Sculptor
The expert body contouring Treatment which drains and filters to
restore a feeling of lightness and well-being. Body contours are refined
and the skin is smoother and more comfortable.

60min 90min
R700
R750

Sweet & Salty Scrub
An exfoliation rich in essential oils which brings a feeling
of pure pleasure. 100% natural exfoliation which leaves
skin delicately scented, satin-smooth and incredibly
velvety-soft.

60min 90min
R700
R750

60min 90min
R700
R750

60min
R650

60min
R425

45min
R550
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The Every Zone Experts Treatments.
Precisely targeted Treatments that work on every beauty concern and
help maintain a flawless face and body. They involve high-precision
movements, with the combined action of hands and products, to act
quickly and effectively just where needed.
Recommended to complement other Facial and Body Treatments.

Pampering Beauty for mother-to-be.

Back, Neck & Shoulder Relief

Clarins, the pioneer in beauty for new mothers and mothers-to-be
and author of the book “Pregnancy, the most beautiful days of
your life”, has worked with professionals to develop a programme
devoted to all those who want to feel like a woman and a mother
during this important time in their lives. Clarins Institute has a specific
Treatment offering specially adapted techniques, high-performance
products and advice... With Clarins at their side, every new mother and
mother-to-be can advance along the path of motherhood with total
peace of mind.

A relaxing massage to promote maximum well-being.
It soothes and releases all tension concentrated on the back,
neck and shoulders.

Beautiful Hands
A rejuvenating, pampering treatment for flawless, soft, smooth hands
and stronger nails.

Beautiful Feet
A comforting, pampering treatment for flawless, lighter feeling feet,
followed by a hand and scalp treatment.

Beautiful Mother-to-Be
To perfectly prepare your body and skin for the birth of your baby.
A pampering Treatment which relieves tension, lightens the legs,
improves skin elasticity and helps prevent marks linked to pregnancy.

90min
R700

Paraffin wax
A warm soothing oil-based wax treatment to include with your hand
and/or foot treatments. Leav ing your skin feeling soft and supple.

45min
R350
30min
R300

60min
R250

60min
R300

30min
R80
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Body Wrap Relaxing
A detoxifying body wrap to relax and soothe your senses.

Body Wrap Tonifying
A detoxifying body wrap to invigorate and energise.

45min
R425

45min
R425

Body Wraps.
Body Wrap Contouring

Ideal treatments with essential oils to relieve stress and restore
well-being and harmony to body and mind.

A detoxifying body wrap to drain and refine, reducing water
retention and to increase comfort.

45min
R425
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Melting Honey Hot Stone Massage
Body-hugging movements using Honey Massage
Gel “Relax” are combined with hot, polished marble
and slate stones to promote more than just a feeling
of warmth. The stones’ studied shape is adapted to
different parts of the body and prolongs the hand
movements to drain, soothe and energise.

The Massages.

Relaxing Massage

Clarins massages involve highly precise movements carried out by
expert hands. This is combined with the effective action of exclusive
skin care products which use the exceptional aromatic and
phytotherapeutic powers of essential oils.
For an unforgettable experience that brings pleasure to all the senses.

Energising Massage

A well-being massage to relieve stress and tension,
calm and relax the body and mind.

A well-being massage to relieve stress and tension and
energise the body and mind.

60min
R700

60min
R650

90min
R700

60min
R650

90min
R700
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Skin Booster
A repairing treatment to soothe and calm sensitive skin
irritated by shaving.

Face, Feet and Hands Perfector

For him.
After creating the ClarinsMen range specifically formulated
for men’s skin, Clarins has developed customised Treatments for
the face and body adpated to their specific needs and desires.

A complete treatment to quickly achieve healthy-looking
face, feet and hands.

Total Body Energiser
A revitalising body treatment to release tension and soothe
sore muscles from physical activity.

60min
R700

60min
R700

60min
R700
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Make-Up.
The final step in the Treatment, Make-Up
enhances skin quality and reveals its full
radiance while bringing a beautiful touch
of colour. Your Beauty Therapist will show
you our make-up collection and share all her
beauty secrets. Enjoy being you… or you,
only better. Or why not have fun being
someone else!
Make-Up One-to-One

The Signature Treatment.

You’ve always wanted some professional
advice for your make-up. Now you’ve got
it, thanks to Clarins. Find out how to
choose shades and textures, learn the best
application techniques and get all the tips for
perfect make-up every time.

The quintessential Clarins Treatment for the face and body that
delivers the most complete and the most regenerating treatment
experience. Body and mind are soothed, rebalanced, revived.
The Art of Touch
A complete rebalancing programme for the face and body composed of three
steps devoted to the three energising touches. It relaxes, revitalises and
regenerates from head to foot. Relaxation, release of energies, then
total well-being… the Beauty Therapist carries out in three steps, three
targeted massages: the balancing touch, the stimulating touch and the
enveloping touch.

90min
R800

Make-Up To Go
Want a different look? Going to a special
event or evening out? Then book a
personalised make-up session and let our
make-up pro create just the “look” you
want, from the most natural to the most
sophisticated, using the colours of your
choice. You’ve never looked so beautiful!

60min
R350

30min
R295
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Eyes

Eyebrow Tint & Shape

R120

Eyebrow Tint

R70

Eyelash Tint

R80

Eyelash and Eyebrow Tint

R140

Waxing

Service Treatments.
Clarins offers service treatments for your personal grooming.

Full Leg Wax

R200

Half Leg Wax

R160

Underarm Wax

R90

Bikini Line Wax

R90

Brazillian Wax

R170

Hollywood Wax

R250

Full Face Wax

R150

Arm Wax

R180

Back/Chest Wax (each area)

R160

Lip Wax

R70

Eyebrow Wax/Shape

R70

Clarins Beauty Salon cancellation policy: a 50% cancellation fee will be levied for
all appointments cancelled within a 48 hour period prior to appointments
and paid for prior to the next appointment being booked.
Your co-operation in this regard is much appreciated.

www.clarins.co.za

Clarins Beauty Salon
51 Corlett Drive
Illovo
Johannesburg
beautysalon.corlett@clarins.com
011 440 1543

